
Villa del Sol
Resilient Planning Framework

Phase 1: Conceptual Design
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This project is a partnership between Sol es Vida, the nonprofit cooperative organization of Villas 
del Sol community and many ResilientSEE-PR collaborators. The framework plan’s scope 
prioritizes infrastructure that is currently lacking: storm water management, potable water, 
electric, sewage, and green-open space. 

Villas del Sol is an immigrant community from the Dominican Republic, who were removed from 
invaded land in Toa Baja, Puerto Rico and subsequently given property rights by the Municipality. 
In displacing them from the invaded land, the former municipal and police administration used 
excessive force, violating their human rights – a series of events that led international human 
rights NGOs to intervene. The previous Mayor promised infrastructure that never came. Despite 
this lack of infrastructure, families have settled but are extremely vulnerable to climatic events. 

The outcome of this engagement is about positioning the community with due diligence analysis, 
a vetted contextually unique framework plan and self-advocacy story to help them procure 
public or grant funding. This work impacts 170 community members, and 50 families currently 
living without basic infrastructure.
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Project Credit:

• Architect and Professor Elio Martinez Joffre, 
Social Architecture Studio, School of 
Architecture, University of Puerto Rico: local 
architect

• Perkins and Will: lead planner

• Architect of Record: Alvarez, Diaz-Villalon

• Jean Carlos Vega: volunteer designer

• WSP: electric and water distribution

• Moffat Nichol: hydrology and environmental 
biodiversity

• SGH engineers: structural design

Engaged Peer Reviewers from ResilientSEE-PR 
platform:

• Climate Adaptation Partners
• Marc Wouters Studio
• Institute for International Urban Development
• Tufts University, Dept of Agriculture & Nutrition
• Climable
• Ramon Bueno, Climate Justice consultant
• Puerto Rican Planning Society
• INESI, University of Puerto Rico: strategic advisor,
• community peer to peer facilitator
• Design Ed 4 Resilience

Special Collaborators:
• Water Mission
• Municipality of Toa Baja
• Resilient Power Puerto Rico
• EPA, Smart Septic Initiative



Villas del Sol



Villas del Sol, Aerial 



Existing Conditions

A parcel and street layout plan was approved
by regulation. Some residents have built their houses within 
the parcels, others are beyond the parcel designation. Many 
are rebuilding stronger houses and elevated from flood plain 
elevation.



Proposed Open Space Framework

The Open Space Framework Plan respects the regulation 
street and parcel layout plan, introduces trees in main streets, 
invests in a flora and fauna recreational loop, and identifies a 
clear open ‘heart’ adjacent to the community center.



Proposed Stormwater Management
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This introduces a passive stormwater system that
discharges into bioswales and a wetland as a redundancy 
strategy. This concept requires permission from the Authority 
of Land as it is beyond the community property line.



1. Propose bioswale section



2. Existing Río Cocaland proposes wetland section



Proposed Septic System

By regulation every two parcels should share a septic tank, 
some residents have built their own tanks. A leaching field 
system is been studied with advice from EPA.



Proposed Domestic Water System

Proposes an elevated water tank of 35,000 gallons, fed from 
a well, a water distribution system under the streets reaches
every parcel. Residents are encouraged to have a water 
cistern for rainwater collection or domestic water storage to 
reduce demand on the well’s water pump.



Proposed Domestic Water System section



Proposed Electric Microgrid System

This system is conceptualized in incremental phases, giving 
priority first to residents already occupying a parcel. It is 
coupled with a solar array and a 14 kw battery system and 
solar panels. Independent solar electric posts are proposed to
light the streets.
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